FIGURE S1.-AtSNPtile1 array. AtSNPtile1 contains 1.4M unique probes tiled along whole genome on both strands at 35bp resolution (whole area). The tiling probes include all unique features with good hybridization quality on the Arabidopsis tiling array 1.0 (Affymetrix). AtSNPtile1 also interrogates 25,000 SNPs, each of which is represented by four probes at 2 allele x 2 strand combination (grey area).
FIGURE S2a.-Detection of cis and trans regulatory variation. The distribution of logA + logB (left) and logA -logB (right) of SNP probes from genomic DNA 1:1 hybridization (black), and SNP probes within annotated exons (orange) and introns (blue) from cDNA hybridization. Note that LAR distributions are similar and close to normal distribution among gDNA 1:1 mixture samples and F1 hybrid RNA samples. FIGURE S2b.-The three linear models for detection of parental difference, cis effect, trans effect and imprinting effect. Each model is comprised of three orthogonal contrasts to fully partition the variance among four sample groups. FIGURE S2c.-Left panel: the null d score distributions for parental expression difference (red), cis expression effect (orange), trans expression effect (green) and imprinting effect (blue). Right panel: the null d score distributions for parental splicing difference (red), cis splicing effect (orange), trans splicing effect (green) and differential splicing between reciprocal F1 hybrids (blue). FIGURE S3b.-Correlation of the effect of cis, trans and total expression variation. Here total expression effect refers to the parental expression difference measured in parental RNA 1:1 mixture. For all analyzed genes, (A) the regression coefficients of cis effect against that of total expression variation, (B) the regression coefficients of trans effect against that of total expression variation, and (C) the regression coefficients of trans effect against that of cis effect, were plotted. FIGURE S6.-The genic distributions of CG methylation polymorphism for cis, trans and background genes. Promoters were aligned at the transcriptional start, downstream regions were aligned at the transcriptional stop, and genes were divided to 100 percentiles based on position and aligned at the transcriptional start. The cumulative frequency of CG methylation polymorphism was calculated as the number of CG methylation polymorphisms within the region from the aligned position to the tested position divided by the number of CCGG sites within that region, for each of cis (orange), trans (blue) and background (black) gene groups, and for each of tested positions across promoter 5kb, gene and downstream 2kb.
TABLE S1
The contribution of SNP, SFP and deletion to the regional difference in sequence polymorphism among cis, trans and background gene groups 
